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MUSIC NEWS
REEL LIFE The seventh annual Cassette Store Day 
happens this year on October 12. Local tape label 
Beanie Tapes celebrate with a day of acts appearing 
live at Truck Store. Jack Goldstein, Max Blansjaar and 
Candy Says will be playing in the shop throughout the 
day alongside artists who feature on their Continuous 
Play 02 local music compilation which is released that 
day. You can also pick up a copy of Max Blansjaar’s 
new EP Fantasy Living. CSD now has around 300 
collectable releases for the day. .

ALL TAMARA’S PARTIES brings together a fine – 
looking all dayer upstairs at the Jericho Tavern 
on Walton Street on October 5. Tamara’s own 
band Death of the Maiden star alongside such 
staples of the Oxford scene as Self Help, Rainbow 
Reservoir, Jen Berkova, Catgod, Ghosts in the 
Photographs and many more. Tickets are £15.00 
in advance [including a free festival album] from 
alltamarasparties.bandcamp.com. Music starts 1pm.

RITUAL UNION London electronic pop 
combo Teleman, on to their third album 
Family of Aliens and already with a host 
of sold out shows here, headline the 
third edition of Ritual Union. The indoor 
festival brings together every music 
venue on Oxford’s Cowley Road for an all – day 
pig - out on boundary - pushing rock ‘n’ roll. Joining 
the former Pete & the Pirates men will be Liverpool’s 
She Drew the Gun who call in on their Trouble Every 
Day tour, showing off their Revolution of the Mind 
album which was 6Music’s album of the year.

Young Knives show, following their sole Oxford 
appearance in years, a low key sell – out gig at the 
Wheatsheaf earlier this year, is bound to be the stuff 
of legend, while fresh from their recent, successful 
tour of Scotland, locals Candy Says’ set looks to 
be something special. For the full lineup and ticket 
details, head to www.ritualunion.co.uk

GET LOW Low Island release their 
new EP and head out on a major UK 
tour this autumn, the first since their 
European venture supporting Crystal 
Fighters. The EP includes the singles 
Search Box and In Person coupled 
with two brand new tracks Long 
Answer and When You Wake at Night. The Oxford 
electronic favourites’ tour will call at the Bullingdon on 
December 6.

MORE DRAMA  Garage pop two - piece Other 
Dramas have just released latest single I’ll See you 
Again. They appear in Reading supporting In Albion at 
the Rising Sun Arts Centre on October 19 and open 
for Birmingham’s Super Lemon Days at The Library, 
Oxford on October 21.

PORT OPEN MIC  Chris Monger who documents the 
Oxford open mic circuit for his regular OMS column 
has started his own night at the Port Mahon in St. 
Clements. It’s held in the downstairs bar, with a PA 
and a good crowd of performers and spectators alike. 
It’s on the fourth Tuesday of every month. Read our 
super - helpful tips on appearing at open mic nights 
on P6 in this issue. 

BLACK HATS, BAD NEWS TELEPHONE EP
Good news - our fave lads are Back with 
a Hi-Hat, with a brand-spanking crop of 
rock-tastic smashers.  
A smattering of 80s pop gives a new 
edgy, dancy appeal and as always, catchy riffs 
- coupled wih erstwhile Oxford legend vocalist Nick 
Breakspear’s raw-some indie-rock voice - effortlessly 
delivers. A timely return as local contemporaries 
Supergrass ride back into the picture, the time is 
right, and it’s right now. 

BRITE SPIRES, YOUTH MOVEMENT DISCO
Electro pop kids Brite Spires have sprung 
onto the scene Big Time this summer, 
and this latest cracking single shows why. 
Singer Clare Violet’s sugary, languid drawl 
drapes endearingly over shimmering 
synth keys and pop beats, and as we hum along 
and dust off our silver 80s boiler suit whilst bopping 
round our bedroom, lovelorn retro sounds squeeze 
us somewhere in between a Pet Shop Boys and Saint 
Etienne sandwich  - which is not a bad place to be. 
Guys, we’ll always be together in electric dreams.     
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RANT N ROLL! 
Spoken Word Scene 
with Owen Collins

The Unthanks: The Emily Bronte 
Song Cycle, North Wall, October 25
For those who like their poetry closer to stanzas than 
stand-up, the South Parade stage is set for a special 
evening from Northumbrian folk stars The Unthanks. 
To mark the bicentenary of her birth, the band has 
turned ten of the famous Yorkshire novelist’s poems 
into a brand-new song cycle, written using Bronte’s 
own original cabinet piano. Appropriate support 
comes from literary-minded singer-songwriter duo 

The Bookshop Band.

James Rowland: Revelations, Old 
Fire Station, October 16
Back in town fresh from the success of A Hundred 
Different Words For Love and the eye-wateringly 
funny Team Viking, James Rowland returns to further 
blur the lines between spoken word, stand-up, and 
storytelling. This time around he tackles the tale of 
being asked to be his best friends’ sperm donor – 
whatever follows is anyone’s guess, but is sure to be 
uplifting, entertaining and hilarious.

Nuclear Future, North 
Wall, October 23
With an unhinged despot in the 
White House and itchy fingers in 
Pyongyang, it’s a good time to see 
Josie Daxter’s one-person piece at the North Wall, 
combining video installation with searing monologue 
as it examines nuclear weapons in the 21st century. 
Dystopian, but very real, its unflinching eyeing up of 
Armageddon might be a hard watch, but it may be a 
mistake to miss it.

The Breakup 
Monologues, The 
Bullingdon, October 23
The award-winning comedian 
Rosie Wilby comes to Oxford, bringing the hit 
podcast of heartbreak hilarity, which in the past 
has hosted a who’s who of comedians, all sharing 
tales of lost love. This special edition for IF Oxford 
Science and Ideas Festival features historian Dr 
Sally Holloway and broadcaster Dr Anna Machin 
unravelling the cultural and scientific side of 
breakups, which will have your grey matter twitching 
as your sides are splitting.

IF Oxford Science and Ideas festival 18-28 October 
with 100+ events across Oxford. Most events are 
Pay What You Decide. www.if-oxford.com

OMS42

THE HOME OF CREATIVES
2-year degrees and 1-year diplomas in Oxford

BA/BSc (Hons)  
Game Art Animation*
BA/BSc (Hons)  
Digital Film Production*

BA/BSc (Hons)  
Audio Production*
BA/BSc (Hons)  
Music Business*

BA/BSc (Hons)  
Web Development*

Start in January, May or September
Register for an open event
www.sae.edu/gbr/join-oxford 03330 112 315

*Diploma option offered
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LOCAL EXPERTS’ GUIDE TO OPEN MIC GLORY
with Dan, Toby, Adam - The Furry Mic
A: An open mic is a chance to really get up close 
and personal with the craft of performance. There’s 
something very special about someone owning the 
stage and then stepping down and rejoining the crowd. 
There’s no curtain or backstage. It’s a training ground for 
songwriters and poets. I find the whole thing fascinating.  
T: For me open mic is all about emotional honesty. I 
love the stories performers share. If you really watch 
and listen, you can see sides of a perfect stranger that 
even your closest people may not show. Be real in 
your writing, be real in what you choose to cover, and 
be real in your performance. The nerves will lessen 
after a few performances and you can be more and 
more genuine on stage.
A: Go to an open mic with a supportive audience. 
Take a friend (even better if they play too and you 
can support each other), go back within two or three 
weeks of your first one to keep the momentum and 
get used to the nerves. Expect to feel disappointed in 
your first performance - you are probably just being self 
critical and your performances will get better.
Furry Mic is 2nd and 4th Wednesday at the Mad 
Hatter

RESIDENT CROONER CHRIS 
MONGER’S CIRCUIT OF  

OPEN MICS

THE STUDIO  
& GEAR SPY   
CHRIS MONGER
TALKS TO
DOCUMENT ONE
“We probably wouldn’t call 
it songwriting, more beat 
construction.”
Document One’s Matt and Joe started producing d’n’b 
together in 2010, and a number of well - received 
releases later, DJing all over the world while they were 
at it, they have just released their debut album on 
Shogun Audio. Their self – titled album was written 
and recorded at their home studios in Oxford in the 
space of around nine months. “When we committed to 
the album, around half of the tracks already existed as 
sketches on our hard drives” they explain. “We took the 
most exciting tracks we had already started and then 
began talking through and planning - the remaining 
tracks we’d write from scratch.”

COMPUTER WORK
Due to most of the work being done on their 
computers outside of the mastering process, they 
rarely need to go into a studio outside of their own 
home spaces. “90% is done in the box.” Joe says “Soft 
samplers are so powerful now that we are able to 
choose almost any instrument and sequence it - the 
quality is so high it is impossible to identify it as a 
sampler and we have full control over everything.”  
“We do record Matt’s guitar, some of my hardware 
synths, and of course vocals - there isn’t a VST for that!” 
Joe adds.

SOFTWARE
This gives them a lot of flexibility, but quite a reliance 
on a certain set of software “We have identical laptops, 
software and sample libraries so we can send things 
back and forth to one another and the project will run 
on the other’s machine.” Ableton Live, everything by 
Native Instruments particularly Massive and Kontakt, 
everything by Izotope especially Ozone, Fabfilter 
particularly proQ and Xfer Serum. That’s our staple 
software diet.”

SONGWRITING
While the music is mainly developed on software, the 
start of the songwriting process isn’t much different 
to their band days. “The harmonic side of things 
usually starts with Matt at the guitar and Joe at the 
piano - it really turns into drum and bass further down 
the line. If it is a less harmonic track i.e. a club/ dance 

floor orientated track, it will start with the drums and 
some bass-synth design; that is very different to our 
experience with bands, but we probably wouldn’t call it 
songwriting, more beat construction.”  
The process also allows them to work separately when 
needed. “We try and work together in the same room 
as much as possible - it’s a fun way of working and you 
tend to explore avenues you wouldn’t if either of us 
were working separately. This is especially true for the 
song writing side of things - the more technical music 
production side of things is sometimes more efficient to 
do separately eg. sound design, sequencing, mixing etc.”

LIVE PERFORMANCES 
While they have done live performances of their music 
at the moment they mainly play out as DJs, sometimes 
together, sometimes individually. 
“We don’t have anything more than a pie in the sky plan 
to do a live show at the moment, but we’ve done it 
before and would love to do it again.”  
“When we play out we DJ, so everything we play of 
ours is exactly what we recorded. We also play other 
people’s music amongst our own when we DJ so that 
gives some insight into what inspires us alongside the 
music we have made as a result of those influences. It’s 
an opportunity to showcase your own music alongside 
what you love and what inspires you - it results in a 
very full picture for the audience of who you are as a 
musician/ producer.”

XFER SERUM  

“It’s where all of our sound 
design begins. It’s a really 
awesome wavetable synth! 
Super straight forward but 
you can take it really deep if 
you want, creating your own 
wavetables and more.”

Document One is out  
now on Shogun Audio. 

Buy on vinyl or 
download from: 
shogunaudio.co.uk. 

Rose Hill Open Mic Run by Trevor Williams and Self 
Help’s Lizzy Couves, there’s a nice community, more 
relaxed vibe than the nights further into town, and as 
a rarity is open to all ages, as well as having a good 
selection of local musicians, and, in Trev, a jukebox-like 
arsenal of cover songs. Monthly, second Monday.

Ian ‘Tiger Mendoza’ De Quadros - Pizza Mic
You’re not headlining Wembley so have fun. Keep your 
set up simple especially if you’re playing a night that 
you haven’t been to before. Chances are there won’t 
be a sound check and the person running the night 
won’t appreciate any diva-ish pouting. Keep to the 
number of songs or time allocated. Don’t turn up for 
your set then go straight after, it’s only polite and you 
may see or hear something great.  
Pizza mic is the 3rd Tuesday at the Library
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MAX 
BLANSJAAR
“I don’t think it’s about teenage 
stuff necessarily – it’s about mind 
stuff!”

 
Max Blansjaar talking to Stewart Garden AT HOME WITH  

THEO

A PEEK AT WHAT OXFORD’S MUSIC STARS 
GET UP TO OFF STAGE
Effortlessly combining the worlds of art, soul and 
electronic beats, Oxford’s Theo is truly out on her 
own – who else could be opening for Shalamar one 
day and joining the fray at Ritual Union the next.

What was in your fridge last time you looked? 
Thousands of strange condiments, two boxes of 
grapes, a drawer full of rotting vegetables and three 
half - eaten pots of hummus.
 
Second hand or new? Second hand always. I’ve 
gotten to a point of such materialistic excess in my 
life that I’ve had to learn how to make consumerism 
into more of a sport to keep myself interested. One 
way of doing this is shopping only in second hand 
shops because it’s all about luck, staying power and 
timing. Curb that instantaneous gratification and 
end waste culture!

Favourite place to shop in Oxford? There’s this one 
CRAZY charity shop in Rose Hill - you turn up and 
it’s like some mad, eccentric aunt has just had a 
major clearout. I have found so much ostentatious 
catholic decor in there; I bought this ceramic plant pot 
podium that is covered in little gold cherubs for only £6. 

Album or playlist while you cook? I have this playlist 
with a load of old school d’n’b and jungle from people 
like Aquasky, LTJ Bukem and Future Sound of 
London. Dance music really seems to get me in 
the zone to make excellent curries.

Do you put your own music on when people are 
round? Goodness no - that would be a nightmare.

Rock n roll or good neighbour  Rock ‘n’ roll for sure. 
One time a few of my neighbours happened to be at a gig 
I was playing, and they said they recognised the songs as 
they came in because we had been practicing so loudly in 
my bedroom a few days before... 

A gardening tip Water your damn plants.

Theo plays Ritual Union on Saturday October 19 . Her single 
Morning Glory is out September 27 on Upcycled Sounds.

“Dance music really seems to 
get me in the zone to make 
excellent curries...”

SLIGHTLY WEIRD 
I put it to him to him that his song You’re 
Always on My Mind sounds like Syd Barrett – 
the highest praise I can possibly give someone 
(but he doesn’t even know him). I like stuff that’s 
slightly weird. The first EP was heavily Tuneyards 
influenced, especially her first album. I’m listening 
to a lot of Parquet Courts and Bodega – that 
New York / Brooklyn post – punk scene. Darwyn 
Deez on the first one, Beck as well – Odelay is 
quite important especially. Both of my sisters are 
into discovering new weird music so I’ve kind of 
followed whatever they were listening to. 
  
TRUCK
The attention turns to gigs – his sister Silke and 
Tom from Easter Island Statues and Mother 
are in his band. Truck [this year] was probably 
The best thing we’ve done – I hadn’t really 
expected as many people to turn up but it was 
full in the end. A lot of people my age came to 
watch – they’re not interested in Public Service 
Broadcasting or whatever – they came for Lewis 
Capaldi and then whatever happens after 12. 
 
CLASSICAL TRAINING 
Max tells me he trained as a classical musician 
but is it a good thing? Do you have to ‘untrain’ 
yourself to make pop music? I think you do – 
especially when you’re writing, that’s a big thing 
– you don’t want to make it too perfect – you’ve 
got to be willing to break some rules here and 
there. In my head it says structurally ‘You can’t 
really do that’ and I think ‘Well, fuck you – I’ll do 

Oxford’s new indie / pop sensation Max 
Blansjaar is young – very young. I get a flavour 
of what it’s like as an underage musician when 
he tells me he won’t be able to meet me in 
our designated ‘office for the day’, the Angel & 
Greyhound because he’s not actually allowed 
in. He can’t even get into a lot of the city’s
venues to see a show or play either – 
thankfully, that’s not stopping his name 
spreading far and wide.

NOT TEENAGE ANGST
So, what does someone so young write about? 
It’s about various things - I don’t think a song 
can be about one thing. The new songs are a 
bit more sad than the other ones – the older 
ones were written over the course of a year. 
The new one is a bit more focused. Someone 
wrote about the first ones saying ‘You can hear 
the teenage angst in this’ – I really hate that 
phrase – it feels patronising. I don’t think it’s 
about teenage stuff necessarily – it’s about mind 
stuff! 

whatever I want.’ People have always broken 
rules but you’ve got to know them first.

SIBLING 
And what’s it like having a sibling in the band 
(Sister Silke’s also in Self Help and Candy Says)? 
Silke plays every instrument under the sun and 
then at one point I thought she could come and 
play with me, kind of as a favour. She did and 
it worked quite well. She comes in, learns the 
songs and we play with them a bit.

SCHOOL RECORDINGS 
And about those records – you record on your 
own, rather than with a band?? It was on this 
old laptop – I recorded it in lunch breaks which 
were 45 minutes long then had to leave again. 
I had to have an idea, record eg that guitar part, 
then get out again. The second was in Candy 
Says’ studio and I got about a week. As a result I 
got a bit more into it and it’s a bit more together. 
Extra DIY points for releasing recordings made 
at school. I also asked him about the very clear 
electronic influence with his recordings.
Part of it was because you couldn’t use an 
actual drumkit at school, part of it was because 
Darwyn Deez does it - he makes indie / rock 
with loads of electronic effects and drumbeats!

TAPE LABEL
So why a tape label? I think it symbolises their 
attitude to music (Ben and Jules who run his 
label Beanie Tapes) – they release it because 
they really love it and not because it’s going to 
make them loads of money. At the end of the 
day, tapes don’t make you very rich at all. It’s 
nice to have a physical format that you can take 
home from gigs. There was an article in the 
NME about the tape revival. Billy Eilish and the 
1975 released their album on tape and everyone 
thought ‘Oh, tapes are back’. People who are 
fans of those and all those pop bands, they also 
like to pretend to be DIY and they like to have 
things that are retro. We laugh at the suggestion 
of a split between genuine DIY and mainstream 
DIY. He goes on...There’s something DIY about 
tapes that will never leave them – from a 
marketing, consumerist, capitalist perspective – 
to the big bosses of the music industry, they’re a 
terrible idea because they’re not going to make 
Sony any money – that’s what’s so great about it.   

Max’s EP Fantasy Living is out October 12 on 
tape and download. See him live at MAO with 
Lazy Day on September 27 (free show) and at 
Ritual Union October 19.
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‘YOUTH  MOVEMENT  DISCO’ 
NEW SINGLE         01/10/19 
spotify  amazon  i-tunes 

@britespiresUK 

@britespires 

brite spires 

@brite spire 

MCLUSKY, THE BULLINGDON 

Things we thought would never happen: seeing Mclusky 
play live ever again, let alone at the Bullingdon. But here 
we are, watching one of the most incendiary noise-
rock bands of the early 2000s tear us all a new one. 
Having originally broken up in 2005 in mysterious, and 
supposedly less-than-friendly, circumstances, the band 
has played sporadically since 2014, predominantly for 
charitable causes, and tonight we’re the lucky devils. 
As promised on the event page, they start with one 
of their few quiet songs – Fuck This Band – before 
releasing both barrels for the next hour or so, treating 
us to selections from all three of their albums, including 
almost the entirety of their second record Mclusky Do 
Dallas.
I’ll aim to keep the pages of OMS pure by avoiding 
quoting any Mclusky lyrics, suffice it to say the Cardiff 
lads are keen on a bit of blue language and the music 
the trio makes matches the filth pound for pound, 
building on Bleach-era Nirvana with lashings of Jesus 
Lizard, and Shellac for good measure. Subtle? Hell no. 
Breathtaking? Absolutely. (TMcK) 

ALGIERS, SHOTGUN SIX, THE 
BULLINGDON

If you’re looking for soaring, stoner psych to take you 
on a trip through hills, mountains & the back streets 
of Oxford, then you are in the right place with S6. The 
stripped back numbers have an early White Stripes 
swagger to them and comparisons to the big rock of 
Soundgarden or even Deep Purple would be easy to 
make, but these guys clearly know their stuff and have 
deep roots in many musical genres that give them their 

own edge that is purely Shotgun Six. 
With a wash of white noise, dark, deep throbbing 
effects and the crackling samples of speeches from 
Black Panther members and civil rights campaigners we 
have Algiers. Socially - charged, politically - aware and 
cool as fuck, it does not go unmentioned that today 
is Independence Day and Algiers (from the US), make 
quite plain what their thoughts for the noble president 
are – a band committed to equality and social justice 
are unlikely to come out wearing Trump baseball caps, 
but they do make sure us Brits know what the score is. 
To say that frontman Franklin James Fisher is a natural 
performer is like saying water is a drink - the man oozes 
rhythm , drips with style and when he opens up and 
builds into a vocal crescendo he doesn’t just take you to 
church, he can get your whole family filling the donation 

LIVE 
Photo by Helen Messenger

Photo by Fyrefly Studios

tray with their life savings When the 
big “hit” Underside of Power gets 
rolled out as the penultimate song 
the crowd are elated – yet the band 
have a slight air of having already 
played that song too many times - even some improv 
piano and new lyrics for it don’t ignite them fully, eager 
to get that task done and move on to the finale where 
everything is thrown in to dizzying effect. 
We’ve had gospel, some US hardcore punk, meaty ‘rock’ 
n roll and a whole load of soul thrown at us tonight – if 
only they would have given the crowd one more it 
would have been a knockout show, but Algiers know 
you got to keep the people wanting more. (JS)

THE MURDER CAPITAL, 
JERICHO TAVERN

It’s often said that for such tiny islands the UK produces 
way beyond its fair share of musical talent. There is 
probably an equation to work this out but a very lame 
C in GCSE maths means a best guess will do:  Ireland’s 
badass-band-per-capita level is even higher. And the 
Emerald Isle is on fire at the moment, with bands like 
Fontaines DC, whenyoung and Æ Mak in the ascendancy, 
although we shouldn’t be surprised when you look at its 
rich musical heritage (apart from Jedward, obvs). 
Dublin’s The Murder Capital have been plotting the 
classic trajectory of the Buzzband for a good few months 
now and it’s easy to see why at the Jericho Tavern tonight 
as they tour debut LP When I Have Fears. Packed onto 
the stage they are an intense proposition. Lead singer 
James McGovern draws instant sonic comparisons to 
Jim Morrison and Ian Curtis and he cuts an imposing, 
menacing figure centre stage. His band, especially his 
bass player, who is dynamic and determined, produce 
a glowering squall of guitars that envelops McGovern’s 
dark vocal. 
The show loses some of its hard - earned intensity 
towards the end as the tempo almost grinds to a halt 
and one suspects that The Murder Capital may not yet 
have the tunes to sustain more than half an hour, but their 

potential is plain to hear. (CFs)

Live reviews continued on page 14...
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RIDDIM 
SECTION
WITH LEO B.
(Photos: Leo Bowder)

WATTAGE  
We managed to get to two almost diametrically 
opposed variants on the festival spectrum. The local 
legend that is Om and Bass took place near the 
ancient spine of the ‘Shire, the Ridgeway, in July, 
in a tranquil and serene animal welfare farm, and 
offers a perhaps unique fusion of music and yoga. 
Bassmentality Sound System provided the wattage, 
and myself, Leo B, junglist soldier Jimmy Thunder, 
Jason Jones, Edd Lewington and Shumba Youth, 
provided the sounds. The main focus is, however, 
yoga and related holistic/mindful activities with 
excellent onsite classes. Tickets are already on sale 
for next year.

BLAZING 
Then the midsummer madness that is Winchester’s 
Boomtown Festival was mid August. Chronnix, 
Lauren Hill, the Streets, UB40, Killing Joke 
(pictured), Iration Steppas, and Mungo’s Hi Fi 
all dropped some blazing sets as did Chase and 
Status, Congo Natty and many more, including 
local legend Skylarkin’ and vocalist/melodica player 
Ilodica (who we got to perform with - and sneakily 
drop in a couple of our own Multifari productions). 
It’s not just the music, however, that provides the 
entertainment: there are some very colourful 
characters and scenes in abundance; the whole 
experience is an excessive blast of 21st Century 
cultural chaos. Not for the weakhearts… 

Neither is Notting Hill Carnival, where the Riddim 
Section is always to be found, hugging the Aba 
Shanti I and Channel One bass bins.

“Our courses have led to real-
life success stories, including 
amazing university placements, 
record deals, local studio 
owners and professionals 
travelling the world on tour.”

Facilities to match your musical ambition  
Our purpose-built studios and recording suites at 
the Witney campus are a hive of creative activity, 
offering you a unique opportunity to study your 
passion. 

What’s it all about?  
It’s about discovering how music can be created 
and manipulated by technology, and how the latest 
software and hardware can be used to process 
music into unique and exciting forms.

Students typically rotate between three key areas 
- performing with a wide range of instruments, 
recording in the studio, and editing in the Mac 
suites.
 
We also focus on coaching softer skills as well as 
technical skills, providing a type of resilience toolkit 
to help build your confidence, experience and grit 
that’s required to make it as a freelancer or with a 
company. Getting insights into the world of work 
is crucial - previous students have benefited from 
visiting BBC Broadcasting House, Animex, and 
Pinewood Studios.

It’s not uncommon to see students start the course 
with one idea in their head of what they want 
to do, and then discover different specialisms, 
before leaving us with a new perspective – music 
production to music journalism, DJing to writing 
music for film.

Ultimately, it’s all about your independent journey 
as a student and getting you ready for life after 
college. Our courses have led to real-life success 
stories, including amazing university placements, 
record deals, local studio owners and professionals 
travelling the world on tour.

IONA 
McNAUGHT
STUDYING RSL 
LEVEL 4 MUSIC

“I travel on two buses to get 
here, because nowhere else 
can teach this course, it’s very specialist! 

If you want to find a route into music, this is the 
place to hone your craft. 

The equipment’s great, and I really like how I 
can collaborate with other artists, from a mix of 
different genres, and form a community of like-
minded creative people.

At the moment I’m working in a music shop in 
Wastage alongside my studies, and I’m gradually 
setting up my own home studio to record in.”

STUDYING MUSIC TECH AT 
ABINGDON & WITNEY

BUSINESS FEATURE

Every year, our students perform at local venues 
at part of their Final Major Projects (Fops), where 
friends, family and fellow performers come 
together to create and celebrate an amazing night 
of original music. 

In recent years, this has been at Fat Lil’s on Corn 
Street, a stone’s throw from the Witney campus.

DUB SIDE OF THE MOON  
The 50th anniversary of the 1969 moon landings 
saw the mighty Easy Star All Stars (pictured)  
performing their modern classic Dub Side of the 
Moon in July at the Bullingdon. These are some 
very accomplished live dub musicians. They end, 
as ever in Oxford, with Karma Police from their rep-
imagining of OK Computer, Radiodread. Opening 
was Gentleman’s Dub Club member Toby Davies 
playing unique versions through an eight-track mixer 
and effects. The full band - we presume - will be 
back in Oxford at the Academy on December 6. 

D’IRIE  
In terms of sooner upcoming events, the first 
Sunday of every month is Reggae on Tap at the Tap 
Social, Botley Road. A family friendly regular session 
with local rising superstar DJ Garvin Dan hosting 
not just local selectors, but full sound systems, such 
as Scotland’s Mighty Oak. At the Bullingdon on Oct 
5 is fellow Caledonians’ Mungo’s Hi-Fi, along with 
Kiko Bun and Solo Banton. On October 25
is Riddim faves dub dance soldiers Dreadzone 
showcasing their side project album Dubwiser Vol.1. 
Sat November 2 at the Academy is the Dualers and 
later that month is Zen Lewis (showcasing his single 
Warrior - check out the kung-fu video filmed at a 
nearby Buddhist shrine) and yours truly plus Zaia, all 
supporting Dub Pistols on November 16. 

For more on local reggae roots business check out 
The Dub Magazine online at reggaediscography. 
Keep it dubwise, and not otherwise…

Huge thanks to all the contributors for this issue: Leo B, 
Cheryl Flynn, Jon Blunt, Jason Warner, Chris Monger, Liz 
Green & Katy Kills, Autumn Neagle, Charlotte Banks, Matt 
Chapman Jones, Dave Roberts, Tom McKibbin, Jake Smalls, 

Munro Page, Helen Messenger

Edited by Stewart Garden 
Design by Autumn Neagle. 

Published by Back & to the Left Publishing
Contact: back2left@gmail.com 
back issues at: back2left.co.uk

KEEP UP WITH US ON FACEBOOK  & TWITTER 
GET IN TOUCH IF YOU LOVE SEEING BANDS AND WANT TO 

WRITE ABOUT LOCAL MUSIC.
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CROPREDY 
Not even a biblical 
tempest could stop 
Fairport Convention’s 
annual gathering, 
although it came very close on Friday where 
anything not pegged to the ground ended up 
somewhere over the North Sea. Cropredy is 
not like other festivals. Whilst it has an absolute 
behemoth of a main stage, the atmosphere is 
parochial, like a giant ale-soaked village fete 
and we thought high energy acts like Gogol 
Bordello (pictured) and Frank Turner were 
a little miscast in this most relaxed of fields. 
More suited were the beguiling harmonies 
of Wildwood Kin, the amiable soft rock 
stylings of The Waterboys and, of course, the 
traditional, massively popular and increasingly 
poignant headline set by the now ageing 
Fairport Convention. (CF)

BIG FEASTIVAL   
There’s been music down 
on Alex James’ farm since 
2011’s Harvest crash but it’s 
his annual Big Feastival which 
has become a welcome 
addition to Oxfordshire’s 
festival calendar. This is a beautifully presented, 
unique combination of great food and mostly 
great music. It’s very much a family event but 
unfortunately it could be in danger of being a 
victim of its success.
There are long queues at the bars and food stands. 
The main arena is crammed with groups of people 
who have set up mini-campsites with deckchairs 
and even tents and these barrier-like camping chairs 
are becoming an increasing blight in the festival 
arena landscapen. It’s wonderful there are children 
verywhere, but as you negotiate the rows of Esher-
like chair arrangements; you don’t really want to 
trip over one and land in an ice bucket of prosecco. 
Beyond this chaos and the high end foodstuffs…
music! Fun Lovin’ Criminals are a strange choice. 
Lewis Capaldi puts in a great performance 
which showcases his immaculate voice and the 
Cuban Brothers are more than just good fun. 
Grandmaster Flash teaches the kids a thing or two 
about proper deejaying, Nina Nesbitt weaves a spell 
and Elbow bring the house down on Sunday night. 
One curio is the lack of a second music stage and 
we would certainly have expected one with the 
ticket price. Whatever the case, the heaving crowds 
were having a blast. (JB & CF)

GlassHertzzPhoto

LIVE 

bounciest of pop credentials. Their performance is 
joyous and begs the question, why aren’t they bigger? 
Foals are now Contenders in the big band 
leagues and absolutely nail their stadium-level 
performance to the door marked “Gallagher”. 
A little rawk-posture clichéd at times, it was 
hyperkinetic and muscular performance.
The mix of laddish fun and cynical dress-sense of 
Sports Team was hugely entertaining. Shouting 
the words to their grooving, air-punching hit M5 
was fantastic fun; a solid sounding band with a 
bright future. King Nun brought family-friendly 
grunge to the This Feeling stage, with the band 
members mischievously toying with the crowd 
as their set seemed to list towards controlled 
mayhem. The relaxed tone of Irish romantics 
whenyoung was well suited to the need for 
some chill on Sunday, with the band graciously 
playing out their new wave-tinged tunes. 
Dodie may well have been one of the tamer acts 
of the weekend, but the crowd she drew were 
ecstatic, with even the quietest of her songs 
drawing screaming praise. Final headliners Two 
Door Cinema Club stayed safe by playing their 
best known hits, ignoring the fact that they might 
be too old for all this, but the predictability was 
outshone by the nostalgia.
We asked the question last year about the heavy 
bias towards male performers, particularly on the 
main stage. Although Wolf Alice headlined the 
Friday, that imbalance still has not been fully re-
dressed. And whilst The Japanese House, Candy 
Says, St. Agnes and Kate Nash were real stand 
out performers, the whole concern still felt very 
male indeed. (CF & MP)

Fyrefly Studios
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TANDEM   
Way out in the 
sun baked fields of 
West Oxfordshire, 
Ethno England and 
the team behind 
Upcycled Sounds 
put together 
another three day delight. 

Housed in the old stone barns and leafy 
glades of a small farm, Tandem is like no other 
festival in our fair county. There is a spirit and a 
togetherness, generated at first by the musicians 
and artists who spend a week onsite building the 
stages and then shared with the arriving crowd, 
that is often absent at the bigger festivals.

One of the weekend’s highlights and our Friday 
headline is the fabulously international Ethno 
England band. Made up of young musicians 
from across the world, it is the epitome of what 
Tandem is about. Each artist takes it in turns to 
lead the band as they perform a native folk song, 
from Swedish fishing songs to Scottish reels. A 
beautifully performed Argentine ballad silences 
the mainstage barn and breaks more than a few 
hearts before the pipes and fiddles kick back in 
and the day finishes with dancing. A lot of dancing.

Saturday saw us elevated to an almost dreamlike 
state in the hot afternoon sun as we experience 
possibly the best few hours of music we’ve heard 
at a festival for a very long time. 
Knobblehead (pictured), Moogieman, Theo, and 
the quite literally barn-storming The Evil Usses all 
perform with conviction and style and the energy 
they generate pushes the festival into a collective 
rapture. We fall deeply in love with all of them.  
Then headliners Nubian Twist whip up a frenzy with 
their soulful big band sounds. An utterly delirious day.

Sunday finds the festival in a more reflective 
mood with an intensely powerful performance 
by three young poets who give spoken word 
accounts of their troubled journeys to seek 
asylum in Oxford, backed by a full orchestra 
playing Barber’s Adagio. A wonderfully chaotic 
ceilidh, where literally everyone on site gathers to 
careen around the barn, closes out the weekend 
and we depart into the evening sunlight more in 
love with this very special festival than we were 
when we arrived. Which was already quite a lot. 
(CF)

All photos by Fyrefly Studios

TRUCK, STEVENTON   
Jumpy, punchy punk band Lady Bird gave 
Thursday the kick it needed, rollicking through 
their growing back-catalogue with jaunty, 
tongue-in-cheek style. As expected, they paired 
beautifully with their good friends Slaves, who, 
despite the 36 degrees heat, delivered a frenetic, 
electrified set on the Market Stage, mixing old 
classics and cuts from their newest EP. Rising 
local act Lacuna Common’s garage-infused, 
gritty, indie sound is still finding its feet, but their 
Friday set was certainly good fun.  
It was Idles, however, who defined the afternoon. 
Having had their slot upgraded to main stage, 
Joe Talbot and co had the entire crowd in their 
hands, every song spawning multiple mosh pits 
and massive sing-a-longs. 
Saturday morning we start to 
think either there’s something 
in the burgers or the sense of 
anticipation that builds around 
the promise of a Foals headline 
set has tipped everyone into 
mania as the atmosphere goes all 
1990s Glastonbury. Jonny Marr 
is surprisingly good and as he 
bashes out a few of The Smiths 
greatest (he actually sounds a bit like Morrissey) 
-  the relatively young crowd are in full adoration 
mode. Mallory Knox invoke the thunder gods 
whilst over at the Veterans and Virgins stage Max 
Blansjaar’s scratchy DIY intrigues and Alphabet 
Backwards prove once again that they have the 
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WILDERNESS

Wilderness festival hasn’t changed too much 
over the years even though it has grown from 
a 4,000-capacity weekend for those who 
liked something spacious and unique, to a 
busy 30,000 revellers. There is a sense that 
Wilderness provides a weekend of anything-
goes respite for those who can afford the 
pricey entrance fee and supply of drinks, but 
once in, the range of sense-baiting events is 
almost unlimited. 

Although the musical 
headliners, Bombay 
Bicycle Club, Robyn 
(pictured) and 
Groove Armada pull 
impressive crowds 
they offer little that 
can’t be seen at other festivals. However, 
Saturday night’s Circus Arcadia’s lightning 
shooting and fire-breathing metamorphosis 
show reminds us that you don’t need to visit 
Glastonbury to have your mind blown. 

This Wilderness spectacle is followed by the 
now-traditional Letters Live, whereby the 
likes of Olivia Coleman, Ade Edmondson and 
Lemn Sissay beautifully intone poignant, and 
at times damn-right rude, letters written by 
the likes of Boris Johnson’s headteacher to 
Boris’ parents complaining about his lack of 
effort and attention to detail, or letters from 
the late Rik Mayall abusing a friend’s choice of 
best-man. 

The increase in capacity sadly brings an 
increase in queues; where once you could 
wander around hearing insightful political and 
topical debates, now huge lines of people 
form to hear podcast recordings by Dermot 
O’Leary, Rose McGowan and others. 
Extinction Rebellion’s presence is a constant 
reminder that amidst the hedonism, there are 
serious issues to consider, and whilst the festival 
has made some effort to reduce their carbon-
footprint, the plastic beer cups and party culture 
ultimately wins. 
At its heart Wilderness has retained the elements 
which make it unique, the anything-goes 
approach, but perhaps, like Glastonbury, it is at 
risk of offering too much in too short a time.  
(DR)  Photo by Dave Roberts.

CORNBURY

As far as early weekend highlights go Echo 
and the Bunnymen rule the fields. Ian 
McCulloch’s immaculate 1980s choruses 
ricochet off festival vendors’ stands, as the 
ageless, iconic figure, Velvet Underground-
skinny, wiry as typewriter ribbon, bangs out 
– not “hits” – but the stuff that could make tent 
pegs erupt from solid ground. The Bunnymen 
drive middle-aged men to clutch at security 
barriers, and, caught in their spell, no one 
is sauntering off for a £95 hot dog, and a 
weakling’s potion of chips. 

They could only succumb to the mighty... 
mighty Specials. Coventry’s finest tear into 
Friday Night, Saturday Morning, one of the 
flips on the epochal Ghost Town seven inch 
- a welcome trip down memory lane. It’s not 
all old gold though -  songs from their new 
album sit comfortably alongside the gems 
which launched a thousand tribute acts.

As far as new music is concerned, the 
Riverside Stage is where it’s all happening. 
Saturday sees a solid performance by East 
Oxford’s Other Dramas - the vibrations of a 
pounding bass drum sending ripples across 
vocalist Maria Illet’s shimmering mermaid 
dress. Their big hitters such as The Future is a 
Holiday and I’ll See You Again strum as loud as 
a revolt in a Cowley car plant.  
Deadbeat Apostles, whose songs are a 
delayed ghost train of old country music, put 
in another strong festival set. 

Cornbury gets a proper owning by The Beach 
Boys though. Mike Love dominates the stage 
with his sun - kissed California drawl. The Boys 
perform numbers such as 409, Little Douce 
Coup, Surfin’ USA and Help Me Rhonda, 
and a selection from Pet Sounds. The vocal 
harmonies, which also feature Brian Johnston, 
are immaculate. As the sun sets on Cornbury 
2019, Love even tears into a cover of The 
Ramones’ Rockaway Beach - this – Brian 
Wilson or not - is as close as Great Tew has 
ever got to musical perfection. (JB)
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What a summer it’s been! From Foals epic 
homecoming show at Truck Festival to Gaz 
Coombe’s stunning stripped back performance 
at Oxford’s Sheldonian Theatre, we’ve truly 
been spoilt.

TRUCK FESTIVAL
The festival as a whole was brimming with brilliant 
music all weekend, but Friday’s Veterans and Virgins 
stage which we curate offered up an outstanding day 
of local music as the crowds moshed and bopped 
to a variety of vibrant sets. From Jen Berkova’s silky 
tone, Theo’s entrancing r’n’b and Brixton’s youthful 
energy to the massive sounds of Junk Whale and Lake 
Acacia, there was something for everyone to enjoy. 
Rhys Lewis even spent half an hour meeting fans after 
his impressive headline set!
We also had the chance to broadcast our annual Truck 
Festival show live from the site on Saturday evening, 
which provided all the usual fun and really captured 
the atmosphere of the festival. We chatted to eager 
punters about their musical highlights, heard from 
local artists like Betsie Gold who made her main stage 
debut and, of course, took one final look at the Truck 
potato which was looking a little past it’s prime by that 
point! Topping off an already fantastic weekend, we 
even finished the show just in time for Dave to weave 
his way to the front of a very excitable and raucous 
Foals crowd.

INTODUCING OUT & ABOUT 
Beyond Truck, the team have been pretty busy 
throughout the summer checking out all of 
Oxfordshire’s festival offerings and bigging up local 
artists on line-ups across the county. Despite the 
slightly unpredictable weather, local favourites like 
Fairport’s Cropredy Convention and Cornbury Festival 
delivered the usual high standard of festival magic, 
delicious food and toe-tapping music. Indie-folk four-
piece Little Brother Eli appeared on the Cornbury 
line-up alongside Oxford legend Gaz Coombes, whilst 
talented singer-songwriter Richard Walters wowed 
Cropredy festival go-er’s with his dulcet tones.
We also fully immersed ourselves in the magic and 
sparkle that is Wilderness Festival. Perhaps one of the 
UK’s most glamorous festivals, we managed to steal 
ourselves away from the delicious food and glorious 
swimming lake to watch Low Island open Saturday’s 
main stage in front of an eager crowd. We also made 
it down to some of Oxfordshire’s more intimate 
offerings, including Upcycled Sound’s eco-friendly 
Tandem Festival. One of the friendliest and most 

colourful festivals around - the gorgeous sound of 
Rosie Caldecott sounded even better than usual on a 
small stage in the middle of the woods.

COMING UP
The new ‘Beyond The Music’ interview series will 
continue to explore what goes on within our vibrant 
music scene, bringing you conversations with Beanie 
Tapes and Upcycled Sounds to name just a few. Plus, 
BBC Introducing Live is happening at London’s Tobacco 
Docks from October 31 – November 2 and is a great 
place for artists to learn more about the industry. 

Make sure you tune into BBC Introducing in Oxford 
every Saturday night from 8pm for all the best local 
music!

LIVE SESSIONS 
We have also been spoilt by some brilliant live music 
in our session studio. A few weeks ago PETSEMATARY 
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BON IVER – i,i 

The premise of most pop music 
is to have the broadest possible 
appeal, and that means breaking 
down any barriers between the 
audience and the songs as well 
as including as many “hooks” as 
possible to draw the listener in; it 
seems Justin Vernon and the rest 
of Bon Iver didn’t get the memo.

On their first album they pushed 
at the boundaries of what typical 
acoustic singer-songwriter album 
could be and since then they 
have been pushing and breaking 
every conception ever held about 
pop music, whilst still maintaining 
a huge audience. 

No idea lingers for anything as 
definitive as a verse; melodies 
come and go, shift from clear 
instrumentation to abstract 
texture and back again in such 
quick succession that, as with 
the previous album, it can be 
difficult to gain traction. However, 
if instead of fighting the tide trying 
put your expectations of structure 
and style on to “i, i” and just let 
yourself be led willingly, you will 
see that once again Bon Iver 
have produced an astonishing 
collection of compositions. 
MCJ 4/5

THE MURDER CAPITAL 
– WHEN I HAVE FEARS

Surging from angst to loneliness, 
this album masterfully wields its 
anxious tenebrosity and electrifying 
tension, leaving a sharp and 
unsettled taste in your mouth. 
The enigmatic nature of the lyrics 
gives the record an incredibly 
inspired feel; it never struggles 
with the darkness it explores, and 
instead it finds confidence in 
expressing it so brazenly. James 
McGovern’s frank words feel 
tormented and strained, with acres 
of pain and anger being beautifully 
expressed through his blunt yet 
often vulnerable delivery, especially 
on the achingly harrowing On 
Twisted Ground. 
The production work by Flood, 
whose portfolio includes PJ 
Harvey and Depeche Mode, is 
nothing short of an outstanding 
achievement - the texture and 
detail of the darkness here is 
spellbinding and tangible. 
The sound of the record swells 
from energetic cuts like the jabbing, 
hell-raising More Is Less, to slower 
ones, like the aggressively pensive 
Slowdance, with total composure. 
There isn’t a single moment that 
doesn’t feel utterly compelling - the 
band already have an incredible 
finesse on their sound, delivering 
it with potency and weight. It is 
without question one of the most 
essential post-punk releases of 
recent years. (MP) 4.5/5
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BLACK FUTURES – 
NEVER NOT NOTHING

Black Futures claim to make 
“industrial noise-punk”, “nihilistic 
party anthems” and if you take 
the time to pick those labels 
apart that’s pretty accurate. Their 
energetic, kitchen-sink approach 
to composition ends up in a 
tumultuous experience throughout 
their debut album ‘Never Not 
Nothing’. Techno build-ups push 
through into massive distorted riffs, 
visceral, shouted vocals punctuate 
like samples in a dance anthem, 
and spoken word and rap make 
their way into the mix almost at 
random. 
This is not so much music you 
would sit down and listen through 
the whole album, in your living 
room of a Tuesday evening, much 
more a collection of tracks to be 
blasted with, individually, in the 
right context. A good number of 
these songs could easily fit on 
the soundtrack to the next Matrix 
movie, with loud-quiet tension, 
massive industrial beats and a f**k-
authority attitude. 
This is dance music for the end 
of the world, and punk music for 
the current disaffected youth...at 
the same time - great in the right 
context, but perhaps not for casual 
home listening. 
(MCJ) 3/5
 
 

PLASTIC MERMAIDS – 
SUDDENLY EVERYONE 
EXPLODES

When Plastic Mermaids set out 
to make an album, there was no 
way it was going to be boring. Let 
loose in a barn in the Isle of Wight, 
allowed to make as much noise as 
they want, what naturally emerged 
was the musical equivalent of a 
sugar rush. Futuristic synths share 
the stage with classical violins in a 
sonic free-for-all. While the genre 
is hard to pin down, it might be 
best described as what might 
happen if Datarock tried to write 
a Spiritualized album. Whilst it 
can easily avoid the charge of 
predictability, Suddenly Everyone 
Explodes is often oversaturated 
and could do with a bit of restraint. 
There are glimpses of sincerity, but 
these are often overpowered by 
tricksy gimmicks. Plastic Mermaids 
sound their best when they’re 
not trying to be clever. Suddenly 
Everyone Explodes might not offer 
much in the way of emotional 
catharsis, but it more than makes 
up for it in sheer whimsy. This is 
not an album that can be forgotten 
easily: the jury’s out on whether or 
not that’s a good thing. 3/5 (CB) 

EMEL MATHLOUTHI 
– EVERYWHERE WE 
LOOKED WAS BURNING

Emel Mathlouthi is a woman of 
many forms. Not content with 
being the musical figurehead of 
the Tunisian Revolution (a video of 

her performing track Kelmti Horra 
(My Word Is Free) during a street 
protest achieved viral success 
and government ire during the 
Arab Spring), Mathlouthi’s upped 
sticks, and has now established 
herself as a fearsome force in 
modern experimental. For third 
album Everywhere We Looked 
Was Burning, Mathlouthi used 
both her physical and cultural 
surroundings of her New York base 
as a muse, looking to the poetry 
of John Ashbery, taking samples 
from nature, and retreating to the 
Catskill mountains to bring her 
gatherings to life. While ultimately 
true to, and heavily guided by, her 
Tunisian roots, the incorporation 
of elements familiar to a Western 
ear, make her accessible on a 
wider scale. Echoes of Throbbing 
Gristle’s industrial whirr and Low’s 
desolate electronic soundscapes 
create a fitting backdrop for 
Mathlouthi’s trademark haunting 
vocals to take centre stage. Yet she 
remains true to her revolutionary 
origins with a steady beat that 
recalls military drumming, and 
glitchy electronics that mimic 
whirring drones. (CB) 4/5

SQUID – TOWN CENTRE 
EP

Following a string of exciting, if 
unrevolutionary singles, here, 
Squid take the script, rip it in pieces 
and put a lighter to its remains. 
A concept EP based around a 
series of studies of characters in 
a fictional town, it comes across 
as more of a study of how far the 

young band can push the limits of 
the genre. Singles The Cleaner and 
Match Bet, don’t sit still - they sprawl 
all over the place yet every move 
is underpinned by driving basslines 
and twitchy drums. (CB) 5/5

RIDE – THIS IS NOT A 
SAFE PLACE

Ride’s magnificent reunion, in 2014, 
was followed by Weather Diaries, a 
fitting return to their roots. But here, 
can they keep up with their own 
legacy?
Well, sometimes they can…
containing plenty of their earlier 
career defining sounds, shoegaze 
if you must, this is the sound of a 
band finding new directions. The 
layers of lush guitars are still present 
on tracks like Eternal Recurrence, 
and hazy power-pop single Future 
Love, but other tracks sound out of 
place. Repetition, with something 
of an unnecessary 80’s electronica 
feel to it, and the rather stodgy 15 
Minutes sound like a band arguing 
on whose ideas and sounds to 
use, familiar territory for Ride in the 
1990’s. 
Whilst not as focussed and compact 
as previous albums, this isn’t a bad 
album but suffers from cramming 
too many ideas into one space. (DR) 
them, and be just as well known; 
hopefully. A Golden State is bound 
to be the catalyst. 
(MCJ) 4/5 



CASSELS – THE PERFECT 
ENDING

Cassels pride themselves on 
being hard to pin down, and their 
debut album is no different. Their 
confusion, fear and concern at the 
world around them is expressed 
in an appropriately stark, staccato 
fashion - Jim Beck’s prosaic vocals 
are met with aggressive guitars and 
beats that switch incessantly from 
calm to tormented. The directness 
with which they tackle the album’s 
contemporary themes feels abrasive 
and uninspired initially, but becomes 
agreeable once you engage with the 
sharpness. In being so on-the-nose, 
their takes on middle class privilege, 
modern relationships and climate 
change capture the real anguish 
of their inability to address such 
challenges, being aptly conveyed 
through the harsh instrumentation. 
The pacing is underworked and 
lagging at points, with the slowness 
of some tracks feeling like a 
hindrance. There’s a lack of overall 
shine too, something that it would 
need in order to feel special, yet 
it finds its strength in being direct 
and unwilling to shield you from its 
unsettled character. A hard record 
to listen to if you can’t embrace the 
immediacy with which its stark sound 
can change, but one whose frankness 
in not hiding its harsh nature has a 
certain attractiveness to it. (MP) 

MASTER OF NONE - 
THERE BE MONSTERS 

Lightweight power rock that, whilst 
certainly off-kilter, lacks energy and 
compulsion. The very compressed 
production does the record no 
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favours, giving it little in the way of 
the punch it desperately needs. Ian 
Mitchell’s stolid, low-down vocals 
have a certain Iggy Pop vibe to them, 
and feel best when supported with 
a healthy dose of reverb. The affable 
Call Me Jack, groovy Leviathan 
and rapid-paced Tsunami were my 
favourite cuts from the record, but 
they can’t cover for poor structure 
and muddy sound. (MP) 

DEADBEAT APOSTLES 
- BRING OUT YOUR 
DEADBEATS EP

Deftly combining bluesy rock ‘n roll 
vibes with a fresh soul twist, the new 
EP is a coutured, mellow record. 
Undemanding opener Paint a Picture 
is as relaxing as it is sophisticated, 
whilst Silver Lining brings subtle 
saxophones and neat harmonies. 
Whilst their sound takes strong 
influences from American music of 
the 60s and 70s, the firmly British 
vocals and crisp production gives it 
a welcome familiarity. As much as 
it feels very much within mum rock 
territory, the band thankfully avoid 
sounding like a tribute band; a safe 
and enjoyable listen. (MP)

GHOSTS IN THE 
PHOTOGRAPHS - TAYLOR 
MOUNTAIN MEMORIAL

Instrumentalist GitP continue their 
streak of haunted, lonely post-rock, 
bringing delicate sadness that 
progresses hopelessly upwards 
towards a stormy, overdrive-packed 
middle section and a stolid ending. 
The song’s repetitive nature creates 
a sense of remembering of long-lost 

memories, re-evoking the emotions 
and experiences the memorial 
embodies. The track does little to 
reveal its inspiration, but its subtle 
power is undeniable. (MP)

MOTHER - PRETTY FACE

Bluesy undertones meet garage 
rock roughness on the new single 
from Mother. Like a dimly lit bar on a 
weekday night, it has a slight tension 
and unsettled nature, with the bridge 
bringing a concrete, urban energy. 
While the track will certainly sound 
great live where the band are in their 
element, bringing up the bassier tones 
and giving the track a more solid 
conclusion could do it wonders. (MP)
 

JUNK WHALE – S/T

A hazy, care-free blend of indie 
sensibility and punk fun. Junk 
Whale’s self-titled debut is easy 
going, with a classic Warped Tour-
esque energy. The more wistful 
cuts like Plan and Own balance 
out the teenage happiness found 
elsewhere on the record, whilst 
Sunday exposes a more vulnerable 
side to the band. It’s not a highly 
defined album, lacking in effective 
structure, whilst some tracks are 
slightly cobbled together - the 
notes of the bridge on Chestburster 
feel out of place. As far as a 
reworking of 2000s emo rock goes, 
the record does an apt job. (MP) 
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Fri 23rd Aug • 6.30pm

Peace 
+ CC Honeymoon

Fri 23rd Aug • 10.30pm

Dancehall artists Teejay 
and Ding Dong Live 
Sun 25th Aug

Little Steven & 
The Disciples Of Soul
Fri 30th Aug

Palmist
+ Be Still  + Flintlock Rifles  + Redshift

Fri 6th Sep • 6.30pm

Ultimate Coldplay
+ Port in a Storm  + Rhys Warriner

Sat 7th Sep • 6.30pm

No Hot Ashes
+ Sad Boys Club 

Sat 14th Sep • 10pm

Welcome to Oxford 
ft. Patrick Nazemi 
Fri 20th Sep • 6.30pm

Boyzlife 
+ Katie Kittermaster

Fri 20th Sep • 6.30pm

Foreign Beggars 
+ Rhymeskeemz  + DeSide + Dr Erbz 
Tue 24th Sep

New Hope Club
Thur 26th Sep

Submotion Orchestra
+ So So Sun  + Tilly Valentine

Fri 27th Sep • 6.30pm

Bingo Lingo 
Freshers Special 
Fri 27th Sep • 11pm

Silent Disco Oxford 
Sat 28th Sep • 6.30pm

Evil Scarecrow
+ The Grand Mal  + Damaged Reich
+ Imminent Annihilation 

Mon 30th Sep

The Night Café
+ Dreamers  + On Video

Thur 3rd Oct

Pierce Brothers
+ Millington 

Fri 4th Oct • 6.30pm

CoCo and 
The Butterfields
+ Harry Pane

Fri 4th Oct • 11pm

The Oxford Soul Train
Sat 5th Oct • 10pm

Psychedelic Carnival 

Sun 6th Oct

Richard Hawley

Sun 6th Oct

Red Rum Club 

Tue 8th Oct

Easy Life 

Fri 11th Oct 6.30pm

The London African 
Gospel Choir performs 
Paul Simon’s Graceland 

Fri 11th Oct • 6.30pm

King Prawn
+ Popes of Chillitown

Sat 12th Oct • 6.30pm

Antarctic Monkeys

Sat 12th Oct • 6.30pm • SOLD OUT

The Divine Comedy 

Mon 14th Oct

Kate Tempest
Wed 16th Oct • 6.30pm

PRESS TO MECO
+ Chapter and Verse

Thur 17th Oct • SOLD OUT 

Ninja Sex Party
Fri 18th Oct • 6.30pm

Amber Run
+ Stereo Honey 

Fri 18th Oct • 6.30pm

Ferocious Dog
Fri 18th Oct • 11pm

The Abba Party 
Live Tribute 
Sat 19th Oct • 12pm

Ritual Union
Tue 22nd Oct

Barns Courtney 
Tue 22nd Oct

Striking Matches
+ Tenille Townes 

Wed 23rd Oct  6.30pm

The Fallen State 

Thur 24th Oct

Headie One 
Fri 25th Oct • 6.30pm

Jake Clemons
+ Ben McKelvey

Sat 26th Oct • 4pm

Oxtoberfest 
Sat 26th Oct • 6.30pm

Guns 2 Roses
+ MOTLEY CRUED 

Mon 28th Oct

Inglorious 

Sat 2nd Nov • 6pm

Hip Hop Hooray 

Sat 2nd Nov • 6.30pm

The Dualers
+ Kioko  
+ Count Skylarkin 
+ Tony Nanton 

Sat 2nd Nov • 11pm

Mad Cobra 

Sun 3rd Nov

Bear’s Den

Mon 4th Nov

Feeder

Tue 5th Nov

Hang Massive 

Tue 5th Nov

Reel Big Fish
+ [spunge]  + Lightyear 

Thur 7th Nov

Deaf Havana 

Thur 7th Nov

Little Comets 

Fri 8th Nov • 9pm

The Roaring 2.0s 

Sat 9th Nov • 6.30pm

Dr Syntax & Pete Cannon 

Sat 9th Nov • 6.30pm

Snarky Puppy 

Mon 11th Nov

Elder Island

Tue 12th Nov

Yonaka 

Thur 14th Nov

The Smyths... 
A celebration of the debut L.P

Fri 15th Nov • 6.30pm

The Treatment
+ Airrace  + Lake Acacia 

Sat 16th Nov • 6.30pm

Dub Pistols 

Sat 16th Nov • 6.30pm

Professor Green 

Sat 16th Nov • 11pm

King Shine Vs Empire

Sun 17th Nov

Black Water County 

Mon 18th Nov

Scouting for Girls 

Tue 19th Nov

Primal Scream

Thur 21st Nov

A
+ ‘68  + False Heads

Fri 22nd Nov • 6.30pm

Half Man Half Biscuit 

Fri 22nd Nov • 11pm

The Craig Charles 
Funk & Soul Club

Sat 23rd Nov • 6.30pm

Biffy McClyro (Tribute) 

Tue 26th Nov • SOLD OUT

Fontaines D.C. 

Wed 27th Nov • 6.30pm

Electric Six

Thur 28th Nov

Happy Mondays 
- Greatest Hits Tour
+ Jon Dasilva 

Thur 28th Nov

Rhys Lewis 

Fri 29th Nov • 6.30pm

Mad Dog Mcrea 

Sat 30th Nov • 6.30pm

Airbourne
+ Tyler Bryant & The Shakedown 

Sat 30th Nov • 6.30pm

Definitely Mightbe 
(Oasis tribute)

Sun 1st Dec

The Chats 
Thur 5th Dec

Carols at the 
O2 Academy Oxford 
Fri 6th Dec • 6.30pm

Pearl Jam UK 

Fri 6th Dec • 6.30pm

Gentleman’s Dub Club 
Sat 7th Dec • 6.30pm

Absolute Bowie 
- Legacy Tour 
Sat 14th Dec • 6.30pm

Little Simz 
Sun 15th Dec

A Gospel Christmas 
With John Fisher & IDMC 
Gospel Choir 
Fri 13th Mar 2020

The SUPERSONIC 70s 
XMAS SHOW
Fri 11th Sep 2020 • 6.30pm

The Dualers

facebook.com/o2academyoxford

twitter.com/o2academyoxford

instagram.com/o2academyoxford

youtube.com/o2academytv


